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Introduction

As deadlines are fast approaching for 2018 submissions and 
the pressure to be prepared for the increase in thresholds 
in 2019, Parallon Technology Solutions (PTS) will show 
you how you can meet your eCQM and Meaningful Use 
(MU) goals and stay ahead of the curve with new regulatory 
requirements. Given the flexibility of this additional year, 
we want to help you use 2018 to be proactive and find out 
what works and what doesn’t when identifying a regulatory 
reporting strategy.

By using your existing MEDITECH platform and technology, 
you can achieve MU attestation without the purchase of 
an expensive additional third party software, licenses or 
services. 
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2018-2019 Outlook

In 2018, you will have to address several areas when upgrading 
existing technology and deploying new technology for updated 
requirements. While CMS’s final ruling for 2018 (issued 
on August 2, 2017) relaxed the reporting period and stage 
requirements, PTS is using this space to prepare our clients 
for MU3 requirements that have been pushed back to 2019. 
However, deadlines are fast approaching and preparation 
requires time and effort.

Selecting your preferred partner to help you with 2018 eCQM 
submissions early this year affords you the flexiblity to choose 
the best 90 day period for your organization.

Right now you should be focused on at least 3 things: 

1. Applying and testing your solution for submission of 2018 
eCQMs

2. Updating and validating your MU submission capability to 
submit MU Stage 2 modified in 2018 or MU3 as an early 
adopter

3. Ensuring that your EHR is updated to 2015 CEHRT 
standards, deploying and testing new MU3 technology 
(like API for patient apps) and updating prior technology 
roll outs and integrations



The current ruling has set 2019 as the first calendar year for reporting MU3 
standard technology and the expectation is that this will be for the entire 

calendar year.

You can submit 4 eCQMs to QNet (CMS) for any one calendar quarter of 
the 2018 calendar year. There’s also an opportunity to submit MU Stage 2 
modified in 2018. Additionally, you can elect to update and collect data on 
more or all of the available eCQMs to improve the quality of your clinical 

outcomes. 
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Reports
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2018-2019 Outlook
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Past vs. Current

In the past, you might have contracted with a “certified” submission vendor to deliver 
your quality measures to a governing entity. Now, because of the alignment of CMS 
and the Joint Commission, it’s possible to move to a SELF Attestation methodology 
through technology partnerships with QNet and Apervita. This means a “certified” 
3rd party submission software vendor is not required. 

With the old way, contracting with a 3rd party meant just that, signing a software 
license agreement with associated fees. This sometimes included separate support 
fees and even additional fees per measure submitted. It also meant you were paying 
for bells and whistles in an expensive product with many features, but only a few you 
probably needed or valued. 

Now, you already own everything you need to attest within your MEDITECH platform. 
What you may not have is the experience, the expertise and the time to take this on 
independently.
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This diagram focuses on eCQMs’ path to submission and illustrates some MU3 
components and integrations. 

The foundation is your MEDITECH (CEHRT) with the bottom half representing key 
MU3 integrations. The statistics of those integrations and patient interactions are 
stored in MEDITECH and the copies are regularly stored in the Data Repository (DR). 
Quality data is also captured in MEDITECH using queries and passed to the DR.

Once the DR is populated with this data, all the necessary tools are present to: 
• Submit eCQMs to QNet
• Submit eCQMs to TJC Portal
• Generate reports detailing all quality statistics
• Generate reports for the submission of all MU measures
• Produce web-based dashboards to monitor all quality and MU related metrics
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PTS applies our proven development and configuration to the DR by quickly 
infusing your regulatory program with capabilities that would take years to 
develop on your own.

We also leverage this toolset to:
• Deliver executive dashboards for all types of EHR data
• Deliver integration solutions
• Deliver general custom reporting solutions

We deliver eCQM dashboards, reports and QRDA generation tools that 
will allow you to view, print, email and download data dashboards for 
any of the quality measures you have selected or configured. These tools 
give you the ability to select measures and set them up for compiled time 
periods of data. This also gives you the ability to generate quality QRDA for 
electronic submission to the desired program vendors (EHR/IQR/JCAHO). 
All of these tools have been developed and are currently operating on our 
clients’ standard versions of SQL Server 2008, 2012, 2016 so no additional 
hardware is needed. 

We continue to improve our solutions by making certain they are secure, 
robust and flexible. Everything you need and nothing you don’t, using 
technology you already own.

Our Approach



This is a web-based portal in SQL via SSRS. SQL is the database software 
and toolset the MEDITECH DR is built upon. We’ve honed SQL to the 
degree that we are able to produce dashboards that have been satisfying 
customers’ needs through multiple years of quality submissions and multiple 
stages of MU. This dashboard is succinct and clear and it enables you to 
see quality measures with rows containing key performance metrics for 
each measure.

eCQM Dashboard



Objective Measure Dashboard

This is another example of a key dashboard displaying MU Objective 
measure statistics organized by date range. Notice the threshold percentage 
and the color-coding indicating each measure is currently tracking above the 
threshold. This information is at the fingertips of key decision makers in your 
organization and those responsible for exceeding regulatory standards and 
goals. We typically tie this web portal to your facility’s Active Directory for 
easy authentication.



MU Detailed Reports

This page illustrates an SSRS directory where dashboards are brought up 
and MU reports can be run. In every instance, you are able to export this 
data in several forms.

Our standard rollout is concise and user-friendly, however, you are not 
locked into a specific profile view.
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3 Things to Know

Proven Solution
Our Regulatory Services clients have a 100% success rate in 
meeting regulatory submission deadlines. By leveraging only 
MEDITECH to successfully submit your reporting and metric 
analysis, we eliminate the need to spend unnecessary money on 
third party software solutions. PTS provides professional services 
to configure powerful software and tools you already own as part of 
your MEDITECH (CEHRT).

Time Savings
Our process for regulatory submissions is uninterrupted and 
flexible. Your data moves directly from your MEDITECH system 
to the receiving governing entity removing a point of failure. PTS 
accomplishes submissions in a short amount of time and allows 
your in-house staff the time and energy to focus on critical project 
demand. 

Regulatory Experience
Our advanced dashboards are built from years of experience 
with regulatory clients and is leveraged by a talented team of 
professionals that minimize your costs, risks and provide valuable 
insight and consulting around quality measures and what your 
organization should be focusing on.
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How We Help Our Clients

Our solution is currently in use by hospital organizations large and small.  
One of our largest customers, who operates many hospitals with various 
EHR platforms, has relied on PTS and this solution to meet the regulatory 
goals of their 7 MEDITECH hospitals in 2017. That same client has asked 
us to take over the quality submissions of their 14 McKesson hospitals. 

Over the past 4 years, PTS has also been implementing and configuring 
MU changes and has handled interface integration, reporting and attestation 
needs for this client’s facilities. In 2017, each facility successfully attested 
for all MU components related to Modified Stage 2. The PTS team delivered 
the following: 

• eCQM quality submission to QNet for the EHR/IQR programs 
• Worked closely with the corporate quality directors to be the first EHR in 

the organization to successfully complete submissions 
• Performed the same submission for their McKesson facilities and was 

successfully completed in Q3 of 2017. 



How We Help Our Clients

Another client (a small hospital) leverages our scale to take advantage of 
our comprehensive quality and MU services. Because we helped them 
successfully attest in the past, we are currently preparing their environment 
for changes in measures, providing them the reporting for MU submission 
and submitting quality data on their behalf this year and in the future. 

PTS worked to complete all stages of the MEDITECH ARRA MU 
requirements by: 

• Configuring ARRA MU objectives and quality measures out of the 
MEDITECH DR

• Providing objective and quality dashboards for their Nursing & Quality 
Management staff 

• Becoming the organization’s QNet authorized vendor for both EHR & IQR 
Quality programs 

• Assisting the CIO, Nursing & Quality Services groups with Quality 
measure submission needs 

• Submitting eCQM/QRDA based upon the required CMS guidelines 

Additionally, this client uses our solutions above and beyond submission 
requirements. We are maximizing the impact of the quality of the care they 
are deliver by continually feeding their decision makers with actionable 
clinical and business intelligence through our reports and dashboards. 
Because we remain at the forefront of ever-changing technology 
requirements of regulating bodies, we can help you anticipate change, plan 
for cost and execute solutions with confidence.



About Parallon Technology 
Solutions

Parallon Technology Solutions (PTS) provides EHR 
implementations, IT help desk, application support, IT 

managed services, hosting, technical staffing and 
strategic IT consulting services to hospitals, outpatient 
facilities, and large physician groups nationwide. As a 

certified MEDITECH READY consulting firm with a team 
of over 400 clinical, financial and technical professionals, 

PTS has implemented EHR systems in more than 300 
facilities. PTS offers staffing and remote support services 
for all major EHR acute and ambulatory platforms as well 

as their ancillary applications. 



Professional Services

Providing years of operator experience and a team that delivers fully 
integrated and comprehensive MEDITECH implementations, upgrades, 
optimization, training and go-live support.

Technical Services

Staffing Services

Hosting Services

Support Services

Equipping you with specialized technical skills that support your healthcare 
IT needs from reporting, integrations, scripting to data extract and archive.

We put tremendous effort in identifying, recruiting and on-boarding qualified 
individuals that provide you with healthcare grade solutions on time at the 
lowest price.

Our team takes the burden of hosting off your shoulders and simplifies 
server maintenance, storage, backup and recovery. By remotely hosting your 
MEDITECH application, we keep your system current, safe and ready to take 
advantage of new technologies with minimal disruption to your staff.

There for you 24x7x365 as the initial point of contact for help desk, 
application support and backed by operator experience. We offer support for 
both transition periods as well as complete outsourced solutions that exceed 
industry standards in customer care.

Our Services



We want to know more about you and your organization. 
To learn more about how we can help you meet your 

regulatory needs, please click the link below to schedule 
a meeting for a more in-depth discussion.

Connect With Our Team

NEXT STEPS

LEARN MORE

http://info.parallontechnology.com/contact-us
http://www.twitter.com/parallontech/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/parallon-technology-solutions
http://www.facebook.com/parallontech/

